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Abstract

Cardiac MRI and CT are increasingly used in the diagnosis and management of patients with congenital heart disease as an imaging adjunct to echocardiography. The benefits and limitations of both modalities are highlighted, with a focus on the anatomical, functional and haemodynamic information that can be gained from the different modalities. Deciding on the imaging modality of choice must also take into account patient factors such as age, compliance, the type of congenital heart disease, and previous procedures. Future developments in CT and MRI are also discussed.

Introduction

Comprehensive imaging assessment of cardiac anatomy and physiology is a key component in the management of patients with congenital heart disease. Although echocardiography remains the primary imaging modality in this area, there is an established role for cardiovascular MRI (CMR) and computed tomography (CT) as an adjunct in the assessment of congenital heart disease (CHD). The role of multimodality imaging is increasingly being recognised, as outlined in several international position documents on the management of patients with congenital heart disease (1, 2, 3, 4). Each imaging modality has inherent advantages and limitations as summarised in Table 1.

The common advantage of CMR and CT is the ability to produce whole heart imaging, detailed visualisation of the extracardiac vasculature and its relationship to surrounding structures. Although fluoroscopic contrast-enhanced angiography by means of invasive cardiac catheterisation is a reliable and long-established means of demonstrating cardiac anatomy, CMR and CT have the advantage of being non-invasive. Contrast-enhanced cardiac CT is fast and is able to delineate very small structures such as coronary arteries very well due to its high spatial resolution. CMR although more time consuming, has the advantage of being free of radiation, while also able to provide important information on cardiac function, tissue characterisation and circulatory haemodynamics by means of accurate and reproducible measurements of ventricular volumes and flows within vessels. Deciding on the imaging modality of choice is based on the clinical question, patient factors and availability of the diagnostic tools required. Due to the scope of the subject, the focus of this review is predominantly on its use in children.
CMR has the advantage over other forms of imaging in that it is free of radiation, is able to interrogate the heart in any geometry, and provides highly accurate and reproducible assessment of ventricular volumes and flows (5). It is considered the gold standard for imaging in the assessment of CHD (6, 7). It is particularly useful as patients with CHD often require repeat imaging as part of longitudinal surveillance of a life-long condition (8). The main limitations are where patients have significant metallic artefact impairing imaging of the heart, or claustrophobia precluding a detailed cardiac assessment.

**How an MRI image is formed**

MRI exploits the fact that our bodies are largely made up of water, and each hydrogen atom in a water molecule has a proton and electron, with the proton rotating around its own axis (9). The hydrogen atom is exploited by MRI, as the nuclei of hydrogen atoms are randomly orientated with a net magnetisation of zero outside a magnetic field. The nuclei align in the direction of a strong magnetic field (B0) when a patient is placed inside the bore of an MRI scanner. There are varying field strengths of the magnets, but these are mainly 1.5–3T in CMR. This produces a net magnetisation (M) parallel to the scanner bore which is then manipulated by an external radiofrequency (RF) pulse to generate images. During relaxation following the RF pulse, the protons release their excess energy, partly as RF waves which are captured by an RF receiver coil in order to produce an image. The MRI image is reconstructed using an algorithm, known as 2D Fourier transform. The MRI signals are digitally sampled and stored as data points in a domain known as k-space. The information stored in k-space is related to the image via the Fourier transform, forming the basis of the image reconstruction process.

**Practical considerations in CMR**

CMR studies require a patient to lie still within the magnet bore for the duration of the study. Therefore, infants, small children and older patients who are unable to comply have traditionally required sedation or general anaesthesia. Some of the common sequences used in CMR also perform better with patient breath-holds which can be challenging for some. Acquisition of images can be quite noisy, and patients are given headphones both for ear protection and in order to hear the operator including when reassurance, explanation or breathing instructions are being given. However, with appropriate preparation, most patients are able to comply. There are newer, accelerated CMR sequences which allow for quicker scan times of a few seconds without the need for breath-holds. These are not only more acceptable to the patient but may replace the need for general anaesthesia or sedation in younger patients.

The major consideration is that of MRI safety, and both patients and staff have to be screened appropriately by trained radiology staff before approaching the magnet. All institutions will have an MRI safety policy which will have to be adhered to.

**CMR assessment of anatomy**

**2D imaging**

It is possible to interrogate the heart in any desired plane with MRI, hence dynamic 2D cine CMR imaging of the heart allows both anatomical and functional assessment of the heart. Unlike echocardiography, CMR is not limited by the
available acoustic windows. The workhorse in CMR for this is the balanced steady state free-precession (bSSFP) sequence, where the blood pool appears bright, with excellent contrast from the neighbouring myocardium which appears black, also known as ‘bright-blood’ sequences. These geometries are carefully planned by alignment to orthogonal planes to ensure images of interest are not foreshortened. This can be seen in Fig. 1 (Video 1) where a subjective assessment of the geometry, size, and function of the cardiac structures can be made from a series of cine images. Multiple 2D cine stacks across the whole chest in an axial, coronal or sagittal plane can also be helpful in the assessment of leaks or narrowing in complex intracardiac baffles such as the systemic and pulmonary venous baffles following the atrial switch procedure. However, they cannot be reconstructed into a rendered view as the acquisitions are not isotropic in all three imaging planes.

**Video 1**

Static images of the heart by ‘bright blood’ and ‘black blood’ imaging can be obtained in a similar planning method to the 2D cine images described above. In ‘black blood’ images the blood-pool appears dark, particularly in areas with fast-flowing blood. This is because the specific CMR sequence results in the fast-flowing blood having no net magnetisation; hence, no signal as shown in Fig. 2.

**3D imaging**
3D whole heart imaging including images of the major blood vessels is key in the assessment of CHD as it allows for sequential segmental analysis of the cardiac connections and the great vessels. It can also be used to understand the complex spatial relationships of intracardiac structures to plan complex surgery or interventions.

Contrast-enhanced CMR angiography (MRA) is extremely useful to delineate the vascular structures which can be frequently abnormal in CHD. The image acquisition techniques are now accelerated which allows for multiple image acquisitions over time as the contrast passes through the circulation resulting in time-resolved 3D angiography (Fig. 3 and Video 2). While these provide excellent visualisation of the major vessels, branch pulmonary arteries and collateral vessels, these images are not ECG gated and are susceptible to cardiac motion; hence, structures such as coronary arteries are not well visualised. Additionally, the image acceleration methods compromise the spatial resolution which is lower than conventional contrast-enhanced CT images. Patients with renal dysfunction should be assessed carefully prior to the administration of gadolinium-based contrast, as those with an estimated glomerular filtration rate <30 mL/min/1.73 m² are considered at highest risk of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (NSF), a rare and serious condition that involves fibrosis of primarily the skin and subcutaneous tissue. Given congenital heart disease patients may undergo many CMR scans over a lifetime there is interest to avoid contrast injection at every attendance and rather use this selectively where indicated in order to reduce lifetime cumulative dose, and potential concerns about long term brain deposits.

Non-contrast-enhanced 3D whole heart imaging is achieved by 3D balanced SSFP imaging, paired with ECG-gating and a respiratory navigator. The effect of respiratory motion is minimised by the use of a respiratory navigator set to only acquire images at end expiration, while cardiac motion is addressed by only acquiring images during the systolic and diastolic rest periods of the heart. This allows for high-quality, high spatial resolution images of the heart with excellent visualisation of the intracardiac anatomy and coronary artery anatomy compared to 3D MRA (Fig. 4A and Video 3). This remains the most used method of non-contrast 3D whole heart imaging in CHD. The 3D image can be interrogated on a multiplanar reformat platform to allow for accurate and reproducible measurements of cardiac structures (Fig. 4B). As vessel size is dynamic over the course of the cardiac cycle, it is crucial to record the phase of the cardiac cycle in which the image was obtained for the associated measurement and for the purposes of serial or intermodality comparison. An example of this is in sizing the right ventricular outflow tract in repaired tetralogy of Fallot for suitability for percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation. In the presence of pulmonary regurgitation, the main pulmonary artery is very expansile with significant differences in dimensions in systole and in diastole (10). Non-contrast-enhanced 3D imaging of this type is also very useful for the routine and serial surveillance of patients with inherited aortopathies and the various congenital heart lesions where aortic dilation is common or of concern to monitor rates of aortic dilation. 3D cross-sectional imaging of the aorta allows more certainty regarding perpendicularity to the vessel wall. This 3D whole heart imaging method...
is however susceptible to motion artefact from turbulent flow within a vessel or chamber, and metallic artefact from stents or devices. In practice, a number of different sequences are used for clinical interpretation with regards sizing and suitability including appropriately orientated cine images where maximum and minimum diameters in systole and diastole are clear.

**Video 3**

3D SSFP dataset, in coronal, axial and sagittal planes.


**Ventricular volumes, function and flow**

CMR is considered the gold standard for the assessment of ventricular volumes, function and flows. Ventricular volumes are derived from manual or semi-automated segmentation of the endocardial borders of every slice of a 2D cine stack across the whole ventricle. Each slice is typically 6–10 mm thick, capturing 25–40 phases of the whole cardiac cycle. The ventricular stroke volume and ejection fraction is derived from the measured end systolic and end diastolic volumes of the ventricle (Fig. 5). The addition epicardial borders to the endocardial segmentation allows for calculation of ventricular mass (Table 2). Measuring ventricular volumes and function in this way is proven to have high inter-user and intra-user variability (5, 11).

**Strain imaging**

Conventional markers of function such as stroke volume and ejection fraction are not very sensitive and may only become abnormal in the late stages of ventricular failure. Echocardiographic assessment of strain is widely applied in the assessment of myocardial deformation to detect earlier changes but can be challenging due to the acoustic windows. CMR feature tracking (CMRFT) is now increasingly possible with feature tracking analysis tools which can be used on 2D cine images already acquired from a routine study. The features tracked on CMR are those of different signal intensity at the border between blood pool and myocardium, instead of the motion of individual pixels or group of pixels in echocardiography (Fig. 6). CMRFT is not limited by acoustic windows and has good spatial resolution; however, temporal resolution is reduced compared to echocardiography (12). Other myocardial deformation quantification methods by CMR are more established and are considered more the gold standard such as myocardial tagging or displacement encoding (DENSE) imaging, but these require the acquisition of extra images and time. There are already some data on the clinical value of CMRFT in CHD for prognostication in patients with tetralogy of fallot (13, 14).

**Flow**

Flow is measured by velocity encoded phase-contrast MRI. The signal amplitude and therefore the brightness of each voxel is proportional to the mean flow velocity within that voxel. The maximum velocity in one direction appears white, and then black in the opposite direction. There is a range of software available to quantify flow in vessel, by contouring the flow within a region of interest and generating a flow rate from the mean velocity and cross-sectional area as:

### Table 2  Summary of measured and calculated functional parameters by CMR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured CMR parameters</th>
<th>Calculated parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDV and ESV (mL)</td>
<td>SV = EDV – ESV (mL/beat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall volume (mL)</td>
<td>EF = (SV/EDV) × 100 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate (bpm)</td>
<td>CO = SV × HR (L/min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass = Wall volume × 1.05 (g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CO, cardiac output; EDV, end diastolic volume; EF, ejection fraction; ESV, end systolic volume; SV, stroke volume.
seen in Fig. 7. It is crucial that there is appropriate planning of the flow by aligning the sample acquisition at the true short axis of the vessel derived from two orthogonal images. Careful attention must also be paid to ensure the voxel size is appropriate for meaning sampling of blood flow velocities, with appropriate peak velocity limits selected to avoid issues of aliasing and undersampling (6).

In the presence of relatively laminar flow, CMR has been shown to be very reliable and reproducible. However, it is not always possible to measure flow in very turbulent, high velocity regions or in very small vessels. Therefore, some flows have to be calculated as shown in Fig. 8A. It has also been shown to be accurate for shunt quantifications in CHD (15). Atrioventricular valve regurgitant fraction is the difference in flow in the semilunar valves from the ventricular stroke volume of the corresponding chamber, expressed as a percentage of the ventricular stroke volume (e.g. mitral regurgitant fraction = (LV SV − Ao flow) ÷ LV SV). Aortopulmonary collateral vessels are often very small in Fontan patients but can be reliably calculated using flows from other parts of the circulation (16, 17) as shown in Fig. 8B).

Four-dimensional flow (4D flow)

Four-dimensional flow (4D flow) CMR is a technique involving phase-contrast CMR with flow encoded in all three spatial directions relative to all three dimensions of space and to the additional dimension of time along the cardiac cycle (3D + time = 4D). The spatial resolution is isotropic to 1.5–3 mm with a temporal resolution of about 30–40 ms. The sequence however has a long acquisition time of 5–25 min. It allows for the quantification of flow, visualisation of flow pathways within the heart and blood vessels, and estimation of the haemodynamic effects on the myocardium or vessel wall (18). It is best incorporated into a 3D whole heart image to allow for correlation of the flow pattern to a vessel or chamber of interest (Fig. 9 and Video 4). 4D flow may allow less operator-dependent flow acquisition and more opportunity for accurate offline measurements that can be determined according to findings after the study. This is especially relevant in congenital heart disease where multiple regurgitant or stenotic lesions and shunts may be present.

![Figure 7](image_url)

Figure 7
Magnitude (A) and phase-contrast flow images (B) and flow map measurement using MR analysis software (C) (in this case the main pulmonary artery). The flow value is the area under the curve.

![Figure 6](image_url)

Figure 6
CMRFT quantifying global longitudinal strain of the left ventricle.
Myocardial fibrosis is an important sequela of maladaptation from abnormal stresses on the heart or from ischemia. Reactive interstitial fibrosis is characterized by an increase in collagen synthesis with little or no loss of viable myocardium. Replacement fibrosis is considered a response to myocyte cell death, with subsequent increase in type I collagen deposition and expansion of the extracellular matrix (19). The site and extent of fibrosis can be detected using a technique whereby scans are performed following administration of gadolinium, termed late gadolinium enhancement (Figs 10 and 11). There is an increased signal in the images from gadolinium retained within the expanded extracellular matrix in the region of fibrosis. The detection of fibrosis can aid prediction of adverse outcomes in patients and help stratify the need for close monitoring or intervention (20, 21, 22, 23). In CHD specifically, late gadolinium enhancement can be used to detect the extent of endocardial fibroelastosis which is poorly quantified on echocardiography.

Native T1 relaxation times increase with increased interstitial or replacement fibrosis. However, there are few published data on the prognostic value of native T1 in CHD as it is affected by several other diseases. ECV is the ratio of interstitial volume to the total myocardial volume. It is the most widely used imaging biomarker for interstitial fibrosis and is derived by comparing the native (precontrast) and postcontrast T1 times in the myocardium and in the blood pool and accounting for the hematocrit. However, there remains a limited place for this technique as a prognostic tool at present as T1 values vary according to the magnetic field strength, and there is a lack of vendor agnostic standards for both acquisition and postprocessing. In ischaemic heart disease, ECV is shown to predict mortality. To date, there are few data giving a compelling case as to how this can be usefully applied clinically in CHD which is a subject of active research.

CMR is also widely used for the evaluation of myocardial inflammation in acquired heart disease such as myocarditis (24, 25) but is outside the scope of this review on CHD. In brief, it is able to detect myocardial oedema by T2-weighted imaging, capillary leak and hyperaemia by early gadolinium enhancement and myocardial necrosis or fibrosis by LGE with associated changes in regional or global myocardial function (26).
Tumour characterisation

Cardiac tumours can be very challenging to define on echocardiography and CT. CMR with intravenous contrast not only helps define the size, location and extent of a cardiac tumour, but is able to characterise the tumour type based on the varying CMR signal characteristics and vascularity of different tissue types (27) (Fig. 12). Bottom row: multiplanar reconstruction using 3D SSFP dataset to locate extent of the tumour within the heart.

---

**Figure 10**
Late gadolinium enhancement images (LGE) of apical short axis, four-chamber and two-chamber view. LGE in the mid and apical inferior aspect of the LV. Infarcted area shows delayed gadolinium uptake (blue arrows pointing at the bright white structure). In this instance the effect is transmural. This corresponds to an invasive coronary angiogram finding of a thrombosed distal left anterior descending artery. The apical thrombus is also shown (red arrow).

**Figure 11**
Macroscopic fibrosis and correlation with in vivo late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) in heart explanted during follow-up. LGE CMR (A and C) and corresponding photographs of macroscopic sections (B and D) showing excellent correlation of CMR LGE with visually fibrotic areas (arrows). The increased signal on balanced steady state free precession (E) and turbo spin echo (F; continuous arrows) is compatible with fat. In (G), the corresponding macroscopic specimen shows epicardial fatty infiltration (continuous arrows) but also right ventricular (RV) endocardial fibrosis. Corresponding histology is shown after staining with Masson's Trichrome; region (H) shows extensive replacement of the compact myocardium by fatty tissue, whereas the trabeculations lining the cavity contain myocardium (red) and extensive fibrous tissue (green, ×16). Regions (i) and (j) show extensive fatty and fibrous replacement (×100). (B) Microscopic fibrosis and correlation with in vivo LGE CMR. Extensive RV LGE (A; short axis CMR plane) corresponded with macroscopic fibrosis in the explanted heart (B; transverse specimen) with Picrosirius Red staining confirmed collagen in the area of macroscopic fibrosis and corresponding LGE (i inset). Apparently normal looking myocardium at ×25 magnification (ii) shows a lower degree of interstitial/diffuse fibrosis undetected by LGE CMR. No fibrosis was detected in the subpulmonary LV (iii) (22).
Figure 12
Tumour characterisation using different MR techniques, of a cardiac fibroma. Top row: (A) 2D balanced SSFP cine iso-intense signal with the myocardium, (B) T1 black blood with no fat suppression showing heterogeneous texture with hyper-intense signal of the tumour capsule compared to myocardium and skeletal muscle, and (C) T1 black blood with fat suppression suggests that the tumour is not comprised of fatty tissue. Middle row: (D) T2 turbo-spin-echo black blood, (E) first pass perfusion image with no enhancement of the tumour (dark, *) compared to normal myocardium (yellow arrows) suggesting a non-vascular nature, and (F) late gadolinium enhancement, with high signal (red arrows) with a low signal dark core (*). Bottom row: multiplanar reconstruction using 3D SSFP dataset to locate extent of the tumour within the heart. Coronal (G), axial (H) and sagittal (I) view of the heart with location of the cardiac tumour.

Coronal (G), axial (H) and sagittal (I) view of the heart

Myocardial stress perfusion
The administration of a coronary artery vasodilator such as adenosine leads to increased myocardial perfusion, not matched in regions of impaired coronary perfusion. Administration of a gadolinium-based contrast agent allows these regions of hypoperfusion to be detected as dark areas during the study as seen in Fig. 13 (Video 5). This investigation can be applied to CHD patients with known coronary artery abnormalities, previous coronary interventions such as coronary artery transfer for the arterial switch procedure in transposition of the great arteries (28) or in acquired diseased affecting the coronary artery such as Kawasaki disease.

Video 5
Patient with transposition of great arteries post arterial switch operation and retro-pulmonary left coronary artery, presented with chest pain on exertion. Normal systolic function at rest. However, on stress perfusion, the images reveal perfusion defects in the left anterior descending artery and circumflex territories. View Video 5 at http://movie-usa.glencoesoftware.com/video/10.1530/ERP-19-0048/video-5.

Cardiac stents and devices: non-electronic
Most contemporary cardiac stents and occlusion devices are MRI conditional and safe to scan at 1.5 Tesla, with different profiles at higher field strength magnets. It is important to note the exact device and assess the suitability to scan based on local safety policies. A list of...
these can be looked up on various databases (e.g. http://www.mrisafety.com/TMDL_list.php) or from the device manufacturer. Even if they are safe, there should be special consideration for the image sequences used to reduce the effects of image artefact (Fig. 14).

Cardiac implantable electronic devices

The presence of a pacemaker or implantable cardioverter defibrillator has traditionally been a contraindication for MRI. In recent years, there is increasing evidence that concern for serious adverse events are overstated, with large studies showing limited and manageable side effects (29). Newer MR conditional devices are now commonly available and are increasingly being implanted opening up the options for MRI scanning in this group.

However, there are efforts to ensure that patients with older MR nonconditional devices are no longer denied non-cardiac MRI scans. MRI protocols with appropriate safety precautions and support are being put in place for this. There still remains variation in availability and practice. Although they may be safe to scan, they can still generate image artefacts which diminish the value of the CMR in some cases (Fig. 15) and protocols optimised for patients with devices in situ and experience in applying them is needed.

New developments in CMR

Fetal CMR

Fetal CMR has always been challenged by the lack of ECG gating of the fetal heart, the small size of the
region of interest, fetal and maternal motion. With the advent of novel image reconstruction techniques, it is now possible to obtain 3D whole heart imaging in the fetus (30) (Fig. 16) and assess flows throughout the fetal circulation (31). While much of this remains in a research arena, this a rapidly expanding area with some early clinical application already evident. Additional characterisation of extracardiac structures such as detection of pulmonary lymphangiectasia in the fetal lung which carries a poor prognosis in cases of hypoplastic left heart syndrome can also be very useful (32).

### CMR-guided and augmented catheterisation

Comprehensive haemodynamic assessment requires invasive pressure measurements by means of cardiac catheterisation. It is possible to combine elements from a diagnostic cardiac catheterisation and a CMR study to provide more accurate haemodynamic assessment. An example of this is hybrid X-ray and MRI-guided catheterisation or catheterisation guided solely by MRI to not only produce accurate assessment of pulmonary vascular resistance but avoiding or reducing the need for radiation (33, 34). Assessment of pulmonary vascular resistance in this way is already considered a gold standard. MRI-guided catheterisation is a developing field with scope for MRI-guided cardiac interventions eliminating the need for radiation (35). Where an X-MR laboratory is not available patients may still be able to have CMR for flow and catheterisation for their pressures in order to facilitate more accurate pulmonary vascular resistance measurements thus using CMR to augment cardiac catheterisation.

### Cardiac CT

With the introduction of advanced CT scanners, cardiac CT has become an increasingly popular cross-sectional imaging platform due to its advantages of low-radiation dose exposure, easy access, short examination time and high image resolution (36). The short scanning time reduces the need for breath-holds and general anaesthesia. This is particularly favourable for clinically unstable patients who can only tolerate short examinations or un-cooperative patients who may be able to lie still for very short periods of time. Similar to CMR, CT provides comprehensive information of cardiac anatomy and surrounding vasculature in a three-dimensional view, with a higher level of detail. The latest generation of multidetector scanners are competitive, producing a spatial resolution of less than 0.5 mm (0.8–1.5 mm for MRI), and temporal resolution of less than 50 ms (37). Therefore, small structures such as coronary arteries and collateral vessels are well demonstrated using CT angiography over other imaging modalities. CHD patients require access to the most modern CT scanners as well as optimised protocols to enable them to have CT where indicated at significantly lower radiation dose (as discussed below).

In some cases, there are clear indications for CT rather than CMR. MR-conditional vascular stents, metal implants or surgical wires produce susceptibility artefacts (38) which may void the diagnostic value of the CMR study. These devices, however, are better tolerated using CT (Fig. 17A).
This is particularly important as congenital heart disease patients need multiple scans for diagnostic and surveillance purposes throughout their life (44). Having recognised the potential lifelong risk associated with X-ray radiation exposure, modern CT scanners have incorporated radiation dose reduction technology, both by improvement in the overall design (for example, use of multidetector, faster gantry spinning speed of table movement and image reconstruction algorithms), as well as dose optimization protocol to minimize radiation exposure (45). Scanners can now acquire as many as 256–320 slices in one rotation, which coupled with increased speed allows the acquisition of thinner, higher spatial resolution slices whilst still covering the complete volume of the heart in one short breath-hold (46).

Such improvements have resulted in rapid acquisition times of less than one second per study, and images with high temporal resolution and overall radiation dose reduction compared to previous generations of scanners. For coronary CT angiogram, modern scanners produce radiation doses of <1 mSv, compared to 15–30 mSv in previous generations of machines or 3–6 mSv compared to invasive coronary angiography (47). The effective radiation dose for a low-dose coronary angiogram in children (48) is equivalent to 4–10 chest X-rays, or 1–3 months exposure to natural background radiation, once corrected for the normalised age and region-specific conversion factors derived from the International Commission on Radiological Protection publication 102 (49). In addition, at such high scanning speeds, the previous limitations of arrhythmia or heart rate control becomes tolerable (50). These advantages make it justifiable for the use of CT in younger patients, especially if high-risk general anaesthesia for cross-sectional imaging is required.

**CT image acquisition**

Current state-of-the-art CT scanners are composed of an X-ray tube, or tubes that are built into a rapidly spinning gantry. Within the gantry, the multiple arrays of detectors are constructed to the opposite side. The X-ray tube(s) emits radiation energy that can be modified, by altering the current strength (mAs) or the voltage (kV). The higher number of detectors can be fitted within the gantry, and the rotation speed of the tube rotation determines how much coverage can take place per rotation (51). Pitch indicates the relationship between the speed of gantry rotation, table movement and beam collimation. This allows overlapping between image acquisition volume per rotation. Using oversampling the reconstruction
engine allows this form of low-pitch scanning to produce extremely high resolution of images (52).

ECG gating plays an important role of image quality as it minimizes the effect of cardiac motion. The scanner registers the position of the heart at a finite point of the cardiac cycle to acquire the images as prescribed. In retrospective ECG gating, images are acquired continuously throughout the cardiac cycle. This method produces the best quality images, as the operator can retrospectively reconstruct images with least motion artefacts at any time point during the cardiac cycle. This is particularly useful for small structures such as coronary arteries or segments of coronary arteries which are prone to motion artefacts. The drawback of this method is radiation dose exposure (53).

However, technological advances now allow for prospective acquisitions with good image quality while still achieving low radiation doses (54, 55). With prospective ECG triggering, images are obtained at the set time point or window (millisecond or percentage of the R-R interval), often during mid systole or mid diastole when the heart is assumed to have the least motion. Radiation dose is saved using this method; however, if selection period is incorrect, or unpredictable due to arrhythmias, the acquisition may have to be repeated.

Images can also be acquired without ECG gating. This will produce the most motion artefact, but radiation dose will be the least. Extra manoeuvres to eliminate motion includes breath-holding or the use of rate-modulating medication such as β-blockers or ivabradine (56).

Assessment of ventricular function

Using retrospective ECG gating CT, ventricular volumetric and functional assessment can be carried out (57). The drawback is high radiation dose exposure and therefore should be reserved for cases when there is no alternative or limited information from echocardiography or CMR.

Data interpretation and image processing tools

The quality and accuracy of the final reconstructed images can only be as good as the original dataset. Due to radiation reduction strategies, most cardiac CT acquisitions are not gated by ECG or only gated to a small fraction of the cardiac cycle. It is also dependent on the use of contrast agent (site of injection, the rate of infusion (relative to cardiac output)) and the presence of shunt in the cardiac lesions. The timing of acquisition based on all these above factors which can vary significantly and may not enhance the desired structures. Repeat acquisition in the delayed phase is rarely required and must be exercised with care, to minimise the radiation burden.

Similar to CMR and echocardiography, there are vendor-specific but also numerous freely licensed software that facilitate off-cart/offline post-processing of CT data. Common tools include cropping, 3D rendering and multiplanar reconstruction. All of which allow focused examination and presentation of the desired structures. Many Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) packages available in hospitals have these functions integrated, allowing rapid reconstruction and demonstration of vital information.

Practical considerations for CT scanning

Only recently, with the availability of 3rd generation CT scanners described above, neonatal cardiac CT has been considered acceptable for judicious use as an adjunct to echocardiography and MRI. Practice varies between local policies and resources determining the threshold for the use of cardiac CT in newborns. The main indication for cardiac CT in newborns is to define extra-cardiac vascular anatomy not achievable by conventional echocardiography due to limited acoustic windows or where diagnostic cardiac catheterisation is deemed too invasive.

CT scans in newborns can be performed using a ‘feed and wrap’ strategy where a baby who already has an intravenous cannula in place has a feed and is wrapped in blanket to reduce any effects of sudden movements. The baby falls into a natural sleep allowing the scan to be performed. In infants and older children, administration of sedative agents by oral, buccal or intranasal routes allows the scan to be performed. In very few cases, a general anaesthetic is required, particularly in patients with significant learning difficulties and behavioural challenges. Some patients may be critically ill and require a CT while intubated, and in some cases on mechanical support (ECMO).

Specific examples of cardiac CT in CHD

Complex vascular information is often needed as part of the diagnosis and planning in severe cardiac malformations (functionally single ventricle, or atresia of outlet valves), complex aortic arch obstruction, laterality disorder, anomalous pulmonary venous drainage (often mixed type), and determining pulmonary blood supply in pulmonary atresia. CT coronary angiography is used
when there is uncertainty of coronary artery anatomy on echocardiography or CMR.

**Aortic arch anatomy**

Cardiac CT can provide accurate detail on arch anatomy, relationship of head and neck vessels, as well the site and extent of a narrowed segment to determine the management plan such as whether surgery is indicated, the timing of surgery, the extent of surgery (coarctation repair or extended arch reconstruction), and surgical approach (median sternotomy or lateral thoracotomy) (Fig. 18). However, it must be stressed that preoperative isolated aortic coarctation alone in the newborn is not a strong indication for CT, as most of the information can be gained through echocardiography and one should reserve the potential harmful effects of radiation for more complex lesions. In the post-surgical or interventional catheter intervention setting it can help identify the site and extent of recurrent or residual lesions.

**Pulmonary artery anatomy**

Pulmonary atresia VSD MAPCAS is a cyanotic heart condition, the native pulmonary arteries may be significantly hypoplastic or absent with additional blood supply to lung segments arising via major aorto-pulmonary collateral arteries (MAPCAs) from the aorta. Detailed information on the pulmonary blood supply is required for unifocalisation and reconstruction of the pulmonary arteries, which is often carried out in multiple stages (Fig. 19 and Video 6). The high spatial resolution of CT provides a distinct advantage over MRI and echocardiography to help define these vessels, and it is increasingly used early in the assessment of this condition. However, some lung segments have two sources of blood supply from both the native pulmonary artery and MAPCAs. This can only be assessed by means of selective injections into the individual MAPCAs during diagnostic cardiac catheterisation.

**Video 6**

Contrast-enhanced CT of pulmonary atresia, ventricular septal defect and MAPCA (major aortopulmonary collateral arteries) and right-sided aortic arch. The main pulmonary artery has been anastomosed with a classic central shunt created by the left subclavian artery. This patient has been unifocalised, with some residual MAPCAS. View Video 6 at [http://movie-usa.glencoesoftware.com/video/10.1530/ERP-19-0048/video-6](http://movie-usa.glencoesoftware.com/video/10.1530/ERP-19-0048/video-6).

---

**Figure 18**

Volume-rendered images of aortic arch. Image (A) (to the left) was aortic arch of an infant following surgical repair, with residual transverse arch hypoplasia (green arrow). Image (B) (to the right) shows a case of coarctation in an older child (12 years). There is transverse arch hypoplasia, tortuous isthmus with coarctation (blue arrow). There is post-coarctation dilatation. Extensive network of thoracic collateral vessels (red arrows) and dilated intermammary arteries (orange arrow).

**Figure 19**

Contrast-enhanced CT of pulmonary atresia, ventricular septal defect and MAPCA (major aortopulmonary collateral arteries) and right-sided aortic arch. The main pulmonary artery has been anastomosed with a classic central shunt created by the left subclavian artery. This patient has been unifocalised, with some residual MAPCAS. The study was done to assess anatomy prior to RV-PA conduit reconstruction.
Tetralogy of Fallot also requires detailed information on the morphology and calibre of the main pulmonary artery and branches and coronary artery anatomy. The key information to exclude is the proximity and course of the left mainstem/left anterior descending artery in relation to the RV outflow tract (RVOT) in the planning for percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation or surgery to avoid coronary artery compression following stent deployment. This can mainly be achieved with CMR which also evaluates of pulmonary regurgitation, right ventricular volumes and degree of aortopathy. CT is helpful in the assessment of calcification in RVOT which can relate to a risk of rupture for percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation (S8).

**Arterial shunts and ductal stents**

Echocardiography provides essential function about ventricular function, volume and valvular regurgitation in most patients. Branch pulmonary artery and shunt flow (modified BT shunt or Sano shunt) can be screened using echocardiography but does not provide sufficient detail. Low radiation cardiac CT is can be used routinely to ensure shunt patency, adequate branch PA growth and their proximity to the superior vena cava (Fig. 20) prior to Norwood stage II operation (superior cavopulmonary anastomosis) or in the event of a clinical decompensation instead of invasive catheterisation.

**Coronary artery anatomy**

Anomalous coronary artery from the pulmonary artery (ALCAPA) is a rare congenital heart disease when the left coronary artery arises from the main pulmonary trunk rather than the aortic root. The origin of the anomalous left coronary, with flow reversal on colour Doppler are adequate to make a diagnosis of ALCAPA. However, in some instances, CT coronary angiogram is helpful in supporting the echocardiographic findings (Fig. 21). Prior to surgery, functional assessment and tissue characterisation by CMR is of less clinical relevance as such poorly functioning heart is known to recover following reimplantation of the left coronary artery.

An abnormal coronary course is also found in other forms of CHD such as transposition of great arteries and can pose difficulties with the technical aspects of surgery. Echocardiography is an excellent tool to demonstrate this, and CT is only used where there is diagnostic uncertainty from echocardiography.

**Total anomalous pulmonary venous drainage**

The majority of patients do not need cardiac CT or MRI; however, in some children where there is suspicion of mixed type TAPVD, or suboptimal echocardiographic windows, such investigations would become helpful. Both CMR and CT can equally provide good quality of anatomical information, as well as identify reasons for obstruction or potential for obstruction.

**Complex biventricular repair/septation**

Some forms of CHD present with challenges in decision making as to the suitability for biventricular repair. Examples include unbalanced AVSD and some forms of double outlet right ventricle. In addition to 2D and 3D echocardiography, CT and CMR play a substantial role in determining the cardiac connections, coronary artery anatomy and AV valve relationships. 3D information is essential in the surgical planning.

**Airways assessment**

The airways can be compressed by vascular structures such as a vascular ring (e.g. Double aortic arch). Cardiac CT combined with dynamic breath-hold manoeuvres could reveal important functional information of the airways. When combined with an endoscopic bronchoscopy, this is a very useful diagnostic test.

**3D printing**

3D printing is increasingly used to successfully plan surgical or catheter-based interventions in CHD as it
allows the team to not only handle the object but to simulate the intervention in advance of the procedure. 3D whole heart imaging derived either from CT or MRI can be used to generate segmented images which are then saved as stereolithography (STL) files. These are then sent to a computer aided design software where further refinement of the image is performed to create hollow models with smooth surfaces, which can be reviewed as a 3D PDF file or printed into a model. This summarised in a recent review on 3D printing in CHD by Velasco-Forte et al. (59). Augmented or virtual reality is also increasingly being used as a means to project and interact with CMR and CT data.

**Conclusion**

We have given an overview of CMR and CT approaches including examples of their application to congenital heart disease. In future, it is likely that does reduction for CT will further improve and resolution increase. CMR will become faster. Its application in congenital heart disease requires specific expertise and skill, studies can be lengthy compared to echocardiography which is also more available and post processing can be laborious. With time, CMR will become faster, move further towards operator-independent acquisitions and post processing will become more automated even for congenital heart disease. Meanwhile, CMR and CT for children and adults with congenital heart disease is best performed in centres with a high volume of practice and dedicated congenital heart disease expertise.
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